Aerospace Medicine. FAC: 5500

CATCODE: 510175
OPR: AFMSA/SG8F
OCR: N/A

1.1. **Description.** Integrates Aerospace Medicine functions in a single facility. Includes space for Flight Medicine Clinic, Physical Exams Section, Public Health and Bioenvironmental Engineering; may also include Health Promotions and Medical Readiness.

1.2. **Requirements Determination.** See FC-5 Hospital & Medical paragraph 1.1.

1.3. **Scope Determination.** See FC-5 Hospital & Medical paragraph 1.1.

1.4. **Dimensions.** See FC-5 Hospital & Medical paragraph 1.1.

1.5. **Design Considerations.** May be a stand-alone facility or be incorporated in the main base medical treatment facility.